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ELECTRICAL ENERGY DIRECTLY FROM CARBON. 
At a recent meeting of the New York Electrical Society, Mr. Willard E. 
Case presented an interesting paper on " Electricity from Carbon Without 
Heat." 
We give herewith the editorial comments on the paper, expressed by the 
Electrical W~rld. The author paid some attention to the carbon cell recently 
revived by Mr. Jacques, but added little toward explaining the curious results 
which are obtained in this form of battery. He finds that if water be present 
in the caustic soda when first used, the reversion of the electromotive force 
which Mr. Reed found to exist becomes manifest, and he believes that its 
presence is the cause for this phenomenon,  similar in its nature to that which 
takes place in the case of a thermo-electric couple. If caustic soda be fused 
in a rfickel crucible, the nickel is not acted upon by the alkali, and therefore 
acts as an inert negative• Under these conditions no reversal of polarity 
could be detected ; but as the temperature is increased the electromotive force 
rises to a maximum and then diminishes, finally becoming npparently 
asymptotic to the temperature axis. This fact is opposed to that presented 
by Mr. Reed, who found a reversal of the electromotive force as the tempera- 
ture increases. The discrepancy may possibly be explained upon the assump- 
tion that the radiation of heat from a nickel crucible in Mr. Case's experi- 
ments is sufficient to prevent an increase of temperature above a certain 
point• The erratic .performance of the cell in which an iron vessel is 
employed clearly showed that there remains considerable room for investi- 
gating the action of this type of carbon battery• One of the roost interesting 
and suggestive points which Mr. Case brought out is the possibility of dis- 
covering a method of obtaining electricity from carbon without heat, by 
following nature's plan in the human system, and instead of having the 
entire transformation take place withiu the carbon-conveying cell, previously' 
prepare outside the cell the material to be used. 
ELECTRICAL NOTES. 
Houston and Kennelly hay6 lately presented to the American Philosophical 
Society an elaborate paper, in which they have sought to demonstrate that 
the insulating subs~once surrounding an electric conductor is /he/rue path of 
tkecurren/. The Edison Company, of New York, is reported to be substitut- 
ing the Thomson mechanical waltme/ers ~.n place of the old chemical 
meters• Followipg out the interesting experiments of Becquerel, which 
showed that certain salts of uranium, after exposure to sunlight, emitted ra- 
diations which, like the R6nlgen rays, were capable of affecting photographic 
sensitive plates through intervening opaque substances, Professor McKissick, 
of Auburn, Ala., as the result of numerous experiments, announces his belief 
that the Becquerel ray Is the connecting hnk  between the ordinary hght and the 
R6ntgen ray. A full account of Professor McKissick's experiments appears in 
a recent impression of the Electrical Engineer. 
